Present Perfect, Continuous. Il “Le Peton
Building” della Sandford Park School
Ben Mullen
Alfred Le Peton uscì a passeggiare nel bosco
di noccioli, perché sentiva la testa andargli
a fuoco... Stava pensando di trasferire la sua
scuola (che per un po’ era stata frequentata
anche dal giovane Samuel Beckett) lontano
dal trambusto di Earlsfort Terrace, nel centro
di Dublino, e a questo scopo aveva acquistato
una bella residenza in stile Neo-Tudor con
2 ettari e mezzo di parco nella verdeggiante
periferia vittoriana di Ranelagh (Dublino 6).
Nel settembre del 1922 la Sandford Park School
aprì le porte a 53 studenti, oﬀrendo un modello
di educazione non confessionale assai
innovativo per l’Irlanda dell’epoca. Oggi
“Le Peton” è il nome di un edificio scolastico
molto elegante, da poco terminato dallo
studio di architettura O’Donnell+Tuomey.
Con l’obiettivo di creare un’atmosfera
da campus universitario, ODT ha proposto
un masterplan suddiviso in più fasi, che prevede,
in un primo tempo, il riassetto dei due campi
sportivi e, in un secondo momento, l’aggiunta di
un padiglione dedicato alle arti dello spettacolo.
Lo schema del progetto architettonico della
prima fase vede la nuova scuola come
scenografico culmine della stradina
leggermente in pendenza che corre lungo il
margine settentrionale del sito. L’edificio sarà
quasi un’estensione di questa strada e può
essere letto come una lunga e bassa struttura
in legno e mattoni, simile a una costruzione
agricola, che domina con autorevolezza il nuovo
margine dei campi da gioco adiacenti, in un
aﬀascinante riadattamento del tema del parco.
In un primo momento la magia dell’edificio
sembra tutta chiusa all’interno, ma presto si
dispiega per rivelare uno studio profondamente
intelligente del contesto, che ricalibra con
grande maestria i motivi Arts and Crafts della
costruzione originaria (che risale al 1894)
e soddisfa in modo eﬃciente l’ambizioso
programma: dieci nuove aule, tre sale
riunioni, aree ausiliarie, impianti, ecc.
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1
vista della facciata est
dell’edificio; in evidenza la
composizione dei materiali
che costituiscono il prospetto:
mattoni, legno, vetro e lamiera
zincata. Le finestrature rivolte
a est portano la luce del mattino
nelle aule della didattica
view of the eastern facade
of the building: the
composition of the materials
of the elevation, with bricks,
wood, glass and galvanized
sheet metal. The windows
facing east bring morning
light to the classrooms
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fotografie
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2, 3
due immagini dell’esterno
dell’edificio che mostrano
la relazione con il contesto
two images of the exterior
of the building showing the
relationship with the context
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Avvicinandosi, la prima immagine è quella
di un timpano triangolare spezzato a metà,
con la superficie movimentata da una fascia
di mattoni a vista color ruggine parzialmente
aggettante, e posto quasi come un frontone
sopra un piccolo basamento. Sulla sinistra il
fianco di un bow-window di legno massello
sporge dalla morbida cortina di mattoni,
delimitato in alto dall’intradosso del profondo
cornicione simile a una trabeazione provvista
di grondaia. L’insieme di questi elementi
crea una composizione dinamica, distoglie lo
sguardo dall’edificio e introduce un importante
spostamento di asse che sarà ripetuto più
avanti nel progetto. Una facciata così irregolare
è inusuale per una scuola, ma è uno
straordinario segno iconografico del Campus
e serve da orientamento per gli studenti che si
aggirano per l’edificio con la testa fra le nuvole.
All’interno c’è molto da vedere. L’ingresso,
ricavato sotto una lucida parete di iroko
laccato, apre quasi subito alla vista di un lungo
corridoio dilatato dove un’apertura piena di
luce promette chiaramente qualcosa di
speciale. Dai ciottoli rosso intenso della
stradina esterna, il pavimento è diventato ora
di calcestruzzo lucido, una miscela realizzata
ad hoc di ciottoli di fiume e graniglia di marmo
del Connemara, verde come il vessillo della
scuola. La materialità si gioca nel modo più
diretto possibile con una tavolozza di superfici
non trattate –dal multistrato di betulla al legno
tropicale– lontana anni luce dal logoro
repertorio usato dal Department of Education.
Le prime due aule congiunte si separano,
rivelando l’episodio centrale; un ambiente
a doppia altezza con armadietti, in cui
l’immagine iniziale del timpano ritorna ai
raggi X e la qualità spaziale della struttura
balza in primo piano. Qui, una serie di listelli
di abete di Douglas percorre il soﬃtto nel
senso della lunghezza: la struttura e la sezione
si alternano ritmicamente come un singolo
volume e precipitano giù per un’ampia scala
a rampe che si estende per tutta la larghezza
e oﬀre una vista panoramica –socialmente
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importante– verso l’alto e verso il basso.
Questo ambiente funge anche da anfiteatro
e da sala per spettacoli e assemblee e, in
sostanza, è uno di quegli spazi sempre gioiosi
sperimentati per la prima volta da Herman
Hertzberger nei suoi progetti di scuole
pubbliche.
Anche le aule rivelano un espediente
architettonico ben noto: la strategia di Kahn
degli spazi serventi e serviti, assolutamente
di grande eﬃcacia. L’aspetto fisico
dell’educazione trova chiara espressione
nell’innocuo addensamento di elementi
non portanti inseriti quasi come pezzi di
arredamento nelle profonde campate della
struttura primaria. Operando all’interno degli
ordini, l’apertura pronunciata diventa leitmotiv,
mentre le pareti divisorie tra aule e corridoi
ospitano panche e armadietti, schermano i
vani delle porte e oﬀrono intercapedini interne
per la ventilazione incrociata, consentendo
al tempo stesso di attivare, al bisogno, ulteriori
postazioni di lavoro.
Il motivo chiave trova, però, la sua
massima espressione nel curioso aggetto della
lunga finestra al primo piano. Per tutta la
lunghezza della facciata sud è presente un
lungo bow-window in legno, i cui montanti
aggiuntivi introducono ritmo e proporzione,
mentre l’intradosso funge da brise-soleil. Visto
da terra, questo frenetico stuolo di linee
verticali rivela un che di gotico. Pur essendo
aﬃni alla struttura a graticcio dei piani
superiori delle costruzioni in stile Tudor e della
casa del custode, le linee creano comunque un
linguaggio espressivo tutto nuovo. Le cinque
robuste colonne zincate dei pluviali, insieme
alle relative grondaie, aggiungono al prospetto
un ulteriore ordine architettonico eppure, al
tempo stesso, accennano anche al linguaggio
più laico dei capannoni e dei fienili le cui
strutture costituiscono un interesse ricorrente
nella sintassi costruttiva di ODT.
Tale sintassi è incline tanto
all’accorpamento di componenti quanto
all’espressività della costruzione. La pelle
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Traduzione dall’inglese di Alessandra Gallo per Scriptum, Roma.
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esterna dei mattoni, per esempio –mattoni
pieni dalle vivaci sfumature arancione
bruciato– è rifinita a filo con sabbia e cemento,
a testimonianza di una profonda sensibilità per
la muratura come attività umana. Questa
stretta individuazione dei mestieri è diventata
uno dei tratti distintivi di O’Donnell+Tuomey.
In un saggio che accompagna una recente
monografia su questo studio di architettura,
Kenneth Frampton individua una serie
di opere chiave che definiscono lo “stile
dello studio”. Descrivere la produzione
architettonica come “stilistica” è forse
riduttivo perché trascura gli aspetti più
profondi e significativi dell’opera. Finora
l’attività di O’Donnell+Tuomey ha ruotato
intorno a due temi (talvolta intercambiabili):
il risoluto perseguimento dell’autenticità
nella costruzione e la costante ricerca della
dimensione civica dell’architettura. Riferito
a questa nuova scuola tutto ciò può essere
percepito come una serie di verbi transitivi:
versare, puntellare, attraversare, unire, impilare,
rivestire... Tali attività, così comuni in un
autentico cantiere, permettono agli architetti
di interagire concettualmente con la mano che
lavora; la costruzione del fabbricato è intesa
come prova generale di un edificio quasi
mitologico, di un’architettura assoluta.
In questo spazio metafisico persiste
un senso di gioia nel fare le cose giorno
per giorno, ma vi è anche un particolare
movimento dal presente al passato. In
qualche modo questo sguardo all’indietro
è rivolto al futuro, e cerca di dissipare l’ansia
del presente attraverso un profondo contatto
con il passato. La scuola è essenziale,
proteiforme, persino strana per molti aspetti
ma, abolendo il passare del tempo e
promettendo un futuro in cui si manterrà
il contatto con quel che di buono vi è nel
passato, l’edificio svolge il suo ruolo di
autentica architettura. Senza dubbio fornirà
un ambiente molto propizio per imparare
e per giocare, un frammento solidificato
di futuro nel presente. Perfetto.
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4, 5
disegni di progetto:
planimetria, piante e sezione
di progetto. Una modellazione
tridimensionale della sezione;
in evidenza la balconata interna
e due dettagli della facciata
project drawings: siteplan,
plans and section of the
project. Three-dimensional
modeling of the section;
showing the internal balcony
and two facade details
6, 7, 8
in alcune foto di dettaglio
emerge la volontà di
sottolineare la presenza di
alcuni elementi in ferro con una
finitura a smalto rosso color
terracotta
detail photos show the
intention to underscore the
presence of certain iron pars
with a terracotta red enamel
finish
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9–12
immagini dell’esterno
evidenziano il particolare
disegno della sezione
dell’edificio
exterior views showing the
particular design of the
building’s section
13
un dettaglio della facciata
mostra le sporgenze di gronda
e della facciata stessa rispetto
al basamento in mattoni
a detail of the facade shows
overhang of the eaves and of
the facade itself with respect
to the brick base
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14–19
immagini degli interni: gli spazi
a doppia altezza per i luoghi di
ricreazione con finestre
longitudinali rivolte a est per
catturare la luce del mattino
e aule per la didattica con
generose vetrate. I lunghi
corridoi diventano la spina
dorsale dello sviluppo
planimetrico
images of the interiors: twostory spaces for recreation
areas with longitudinal
windows aimed eastward
to capture morning light,
and classrooms with large
windows. The long corridors
become the backbone of the
layout
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Urban architecture for the mission
of the university
Federico Bucci and Luca Cardani

«Ligeramente se curva la luz arrastrando
consigo al tiempo».
María Zambrano, Claros del bosque, 1977

EN GLISH
TEXT S
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Isolated in the countryside of the
Meseta plateau, against the slopes of the
Sierra de Guadarrama, Segovia proudly
displays a noble history, at less than 100
kilometers from Madrid. Its heart beats
in Plaza del Azoguejo, where the fabric
of buildings at the foot of the walls is
crossed by an impressive Roman
aqueduct, which passes high above on
double arches looming in the sky.
Generations of architects recall the
notes of Aldo Rossi on this “geographical fact” obsessively present in many
writings and drawings, defined as a
permanent feature that orders the structure of the city.
In his career as an architect and
teacher of architecture, José Ignacio
Linazasoro, winner of the competition
for the new campus of Universidad de
Valladolid at Segovia, named for the
philosopher María Zambrano (1904–91)
who spent her childhood here, has
focused on the permanence of architecture in time, and typological variation
as a device of urban analysis. It is a
project for the reconfiguration of a large
block occupied in the 19th century by a
textile factory and then a military
barracks, organized as a courtyard
around a large space locally known as el
Patio del Lagarto. An area strategically
oriented today towards the axis of the
city’s expansion, between the historical
center and the extension into the
countryside that leads to the Sierra. The
definitive project by Linazasoro and
Sánchez was made in two phases, with
the first beginning in 2011 and the
second in 2016.
The complex conserves the barracks
enclosure thanks to a constructed
border of spaces for classrooms and
oﬃces, inside which to place the library
and halls for events. At the same time,
two characteristics related to the
university are thus addressed: that of
the civil institution that forms a
recognizable part of the city with
frontage in relation to the context, but
also that of a public building open to
exchange of knowledge, with a system
of large collective internal spaces made
accessible through measured breaks in
the perimeter. The first construction
phase gave form to these relationships
with a courtyard building fragmented
into aligned blocks, enclosing on three
sides a large covered patio, while
opening it at the back towards the more
recently completed area.
This covered plaza was not mentioned in the competition guidelines,
but is a positive intuition of the designers, who recovering the memory of the
Patio del Lagarto have designed a new
space for students, faculty and townspeople. It contains the library, composed of a recessed excavation and
three large towers of books suspended
in the void, covered with precious wood
and hung on frameworks in reinforced
concrete.
A void divides the two parts of the
campus, a narrow, oblong internal plaza

where two facades, similarly constructed, face each other with the eﬀect of a
mirror image that defines the threshold
of passage between the two buildings.
This outdoor space is the first stop
along a continuous pathway that runs
on the longitudinal axis of the whole
complex, joining the two parts with a
promenade architecturale. The longitudinal section reveals the meaning of the
pathway that penetrates the inner parts
of the complex, paced by a sequence of
vertical openings set between large
volumes to narrate the various internal
purposes by means of light.
After crossing the covered plaza and
the courtyard in which the two blocks
face each other, we pass through an
entrance turnstile and enter a lobby lit
by a skylight, where a large wooden
chest contains the Salon de Actos.
This closed, mysterious volume,
raised oﬀ the ground, invites us to
continue our pathway under it in a
lowered, dark space, accompanied by
the wooden ceiling cladding the
bottom, until we reach a staircase that
rises to the second foyer-lobby. This is
the point of maximum tension of the
promenade, where the wooden chest of
the Salon de Actos faces the Salon de
Grados, its replica in terms of construction and character, in a space forcefully
compressed crosswise and vertically,
which tapers towards the top, making
the zenithal lighting even stronger, but
shading it along the large walls clad in
wood of diﬀerent tones. Marked by a
gradual shift of places and atmospheres, the itinerary terminates inside
the Salon de Grados, a more enclosed
space covered by an overturned truncated pyramid faced in yellow OSB wood
panels, resting by contrast on a black
drum and lit by a zenithal light well into
which two ribbon windows have been
inserted.
While in the covered plaza of the
library the transparency of the void and
homogeneous light grant order to the
parts, in the building of the second
phase the compression between
volumes and the penetration of shafts of
light reinforce the character of the
relationships between the community
buildings.
The spatial richness of the internal
promenade is protected by the massive
shell of the parallel buildings, which
like the courtyard of the first phase is
“petrified” to establish a relationship
with the city, with the construction of a
facing of pilaster strips in prefabricated concrete panels, conceived to
orchestrate an intense rhythm of
shadows.
Again in this case, the magical
balance between container and content
is achieved through the construction
material and the two large halls are
entirely clad in wood paneling with
shadings of hue, granting unity to the
volume of the two coﬀers, identifying
them as objects protected by the
building.
In conclusion, with this project
Linazasoro and Sánchez have solved an
urban problem through a work of
architecture organized like a small city,
enhanced by spatial sequences that
represent the places of the educational
mission of the university. But above all,
more poetically, the architects have
revealed how “light curves gently,
dragging time with it.”
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Present Perfect, Continuous. The Le
Peton Building, Sandford Park School
Ben Mullen

Alfred Le Peton went out to the hazel
wood, because a fire was in his head...
Thinking to move his school from the
hustle and bustle of Earlsfort Terrace in
Dublin City (where a young Samuel
Beckett was educated for a time), he
purchased a handsome Tudor revival
house on 2.5 hectares of parkland in the
leafy Victorian suburbs of Ranelagh,
Dublin 6. In September 1922 the doors of
Sandford Park School opened to 53
students, oﬀering a non-denominational
model of education new to Ireland at the
time. Le Peton is now the namesake of a
consummately elegant new schoolhouse
recently completed on the grounds by
O’Donnell+Tuomey.
Striving to introduce a campus
atmosphere to the school, ODT proposed
a phased masterplan that would
re-organise the two sports playing fields
and provide for the addition of a
performing Arts Block at a later date. The
parti of the first phase sites a new
schoolhouse as the dramatic culmination of a gently bowed ‘village street’ running along the northern edge of the site.
As an extension of this street, the
building can be read as a long low swoop
of brick and timber, an agrarian structure, authoritatively commanding the
new edge of the adjacent playing fields in
a beguiling re-staging of the parkland
theme.
The magic of this building is
introverted at first but unfolds to reveal a
deeply intelligent study of its context,
skilfully re-calibrating the Arts & Crafts
motifs of the host house (1894) and deftly
accommodating the muscular program
of 10 new classrooms, 3 staﬀ meeting
rooms and ancillary areas, plant, etc.
On approach the first image is of a
split levelled gable, its planar surface
boldly enlivened by a partially cantilevered haunch of buﬀ and russet brickwork, set almost as pediment above a
patient little bench. The flank of a bay
window clad in hardwood projects from
the soft arris of brick and is trapped by
the soﬃt of deep overhanging eaves, a
guttered entablature of sorts. Taken
together these elements conjure up a
dynamic composition, throwing the eye
away from the building and introducing
an important shift in axis repeated later
in the plan. This irregular gable is an
odd face for a schoolhouse but is
thrilling as an iconographic moment on
the campus, providing orientation for
students dreaming as they wander
around beneath the building’s clever
feet.
Inside there is plenty to see. The
entrance caught beneath a shiny wave of
lacquered iroko boarding swiftly
releasing to a long view down an
expanded corridor where the edge of a
light filled void palpably promises
something special. The ground has
shifted from the deep red cobble of the
exterior pathway to polished concrete, a
bespoke mix of washed river pebble
peppered with loose chippings of
Connemara marble, green for the school
insignia. Materiality is played as directly
as possible in a palette of robust
untreated surfaces, birch ply, tropical
hardwood, a far cry from the jaded
Department of Education stock. The first

two conjoined classrooms peel away to
reveal the central episode; a double
height locker room where the first image
of the gable returns in X-ray and the
spatial quality of the structure comes to
the fore. Here, a sequence of flitched
trusses in Douglas fir span high overhead, the structure and section syncopating as a singular volume tumbles
down a wide dog-leg stair spanning the
full width and oﬀering socially charged
views up and down. The crossover
doubles as amphitheatre, performance
and assembly hall, an ever joyful species
of space first tried by Herman Hertzberger in his early public schools.
The classrooms similarly deploy
another familiar architectonic device:
Kahn’s incurably successful strategy of
servant and served. The physicality of
education finds neat expression in the
innocuous thickening of non-load
bearing elements inserted almost as
furniture within the deep bays of the
primary structure. Working within the
orders, the enhanced edge becomes
leitmotif as dividing walls between room
and corridor house benches and lockers,
screen doorways and oﬀer internal
casements for cross ventilation all the
while enabling additional workstations
when surplus are required. The theme
finds its fullest expression however in
the curious jettying of the elongated bay
window at first floor level. Running the
full length of the southern façade is a
deep timber oriel, the additional
mullions introducing rhythm and
proportion while the soﬃt acts as brise
soleil. Seen from the ground, there is
something almost Gothic about this
frenzied swarm of vertical lines. Though
cognate with the half-timbering of the
upper levels of the Tudor house and gate
lodge, they make a new and expressive
language of their own. The five strong
colonnade of galvanised downpipes
bracket the eaves in a further classical ordering of the elevation but also a relaxed
nod to the more secular language of
sheds and barn structures that is a
recurrent interest in the constructive
syntax of ODT.
This syntax is as inclined towards the
assemblage of components as it is with
tectonic expression. The exterior brick
skin for instance, a waterstruck buﬀ
brick with a lively palette of burnt orange
hues is flush pointed with sand and
cement, attesting quite simply to a
deep-set feeling for bricklaying as a
human activity. This close delineation of
the trades has come to be one of the
hallmarks of O’Donnell+Tuomey’s work.
In an essay accompanying a recent
monograph on the practice, Kenneth
Frampton identifies a number of key
works that amount to what he calls a
‘house style’. The description of architectural production as stylistic is perhaps a
reductive summation of a deeper, more
impacting undercurrent in this work. To
date, the work of O’Donnell+Tuomey has
circled around two (occasionally
interchangeable) themes; the resolute
search for authenticity in the making of
their buildings and a steadfast pursuit of
the civic dimension of their architecture.
This can be felt as a series of transitive
verbs in the construction of this new
schoolhouse; pouring, propping, spanning, splicing, stacking, lining... Activities
common to the building site proper,
these verbs equally permit the architects
to engage conceptually with the hand
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that makes; the crafting of the building
as a rehearsal of an almost mythological
edifice, an absolute architecture. In this
metaphysical space there persists a sense
of delight in the day to day making of
things, but also a special movement
from the present into the past. Somehow
this backward glance is forward looking,
working to resolve the anxiety of the
present through deep contact with the
past. The schoolhouse is elemental,
protean, weird even in many respects,
but in suppressing the passage of time
and in promising a future where there
will be contact with what is good of the
past the building fulfils its role as an
authentic architecture. Undoubtedly it
will provide a very supportive environment in which to learn and to play, a
consolidated fragment of the future in
the present. Perfect.
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Ca’ Scarpa in Treviso. The city and the
sites of Benetton cultural patronage
Luigi Latini

Before being completed amongst the
buildings of the intricate complex of the
former revenue services in Treviso, now
being renovated, the church of Santa
Maria Nova opens with the name Ca’
Scarpa. This name states its intention to
act as an exhibition space and vital
center of the activities that have taken on
substance, in the orbit of Fondazione
Benetton, in proximity to Carlo and
Tobia Scarpa. Not a museum, then, but
an open place whose primary reference
is the cultural legacy and stimuli coming
from these two figures linked to the
history and sites of the Treviso landscape, not just for architecture –we can
also consider the three decades of the
Carlo Scarpa Prize for Gardens– looking
at the city but also at the cultural impact
Carlo and Tobia Scarpa represent on an
international scale.
The position of the building itself in
the urban structure asserts the nodal role
of the former church with respect to the
city and the various places that represent
the extensive network of cultural patronage of Benetton in Treviso. On one side,
the building shifts beyond the edge of a
large block that has witnessed, on the
opposite front, the restoration of the
buildings of the courthouse and the
Habsburg prisons (now Gallerie delle
Prigioni), and now oﬀers itself for urban
use and public perception with a surprising sequence of cloisters and courtyards;
on the other, Santa Maria Nova, with its
rediscovered presence, marks the visible
and invisible flow of water from an
irrigation canal (the Siletto canal) that
gathers other moments of this diﬀused
presence of recovered buildings transformed into places of culture: just
consider, in particular, uphill, the
concatenation of Palazzo Bomben and
Palazzo Caotorta with the garden facing
the water (now the headquarters of
Fondazione Benetton Studi Ricerche), the
Gallerie delle Prigioni touched by the
canal, and finally – at a distance – the
church of San Teonisto (see «Casabella»
881, January 2018): all buildings involved
in the work of Tobia Scarpa and the client,
Luciano Benetton.
It thus becomes interesting to
reinterpret the history of Santa Maria
Nova in its evolution from a place of
worship to a true “magazzino,” with a
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structure first from the 1800s and then
from the 20th century, in the context of
an almost labyrinthine monastic
skeleton that has seen suppressions,
adaptation to the military life of
hospitals and barracks, repeated
damages and wartime destruction, and
finally the systematic invasion of papers
and spaces connected with the revenue
services. The church, which for two
centuries remained unchanged in its
mission of storage, is now the first
building of the large compendium of the
former revenue oﬃces to open to the
public life of the city without concealment –thanks to Scarpa’s project– of this
established role as a temporary repository, rather than as a place of conservation.
The building we see today took form
in the second half of the 1500s, inside a
vast area in which the older Benedictine
monastery of Ognissanti was combined
with that of Santa Maria Nova, and the
church of the same name. All this, in the
Napoleonic era, was subjected to the
suppression of the religious orders, first
becoming a military hospital and then a
barracks. The church underwent various
functional adaptations, with the
construction of internal levels and
partitions, taking on a configuration that
remained as such, even with the Kingdom of Italy, until the military barracks
were damaged by bombing in the First
and Second World Wars. From the
destruction, in the postwar era came the
project of conversion of the complex for
the revenue services. Later, in the 1980s,
the church was emptied of its 19th and
20th century additions, recovering its
original masonry and hosting a metal
structure on three floors for a new
“document warehouse,” more functional
and stable than its predecessor.
Ca’ Scarpa, which thanks to the
project by Tobia Scarpa conserves and
establishes a dialogue with this very
recent structure, will open its doors in
October 2020 with the exhibition
Cappadocia. Il paesaggio nel grembo della
roccia, on the site chosen in the 31st
edition of the Carlo Scarpa International
Prize for Gardens. A prize organized by
Fondazione Benetton Studi Ricerche,
named for an architect who embodied
profound sensibility regarding the
culture of the garden. This new space
becomes the natural choice to “exhibit”
the place that is at the center of the
research that sets its character.
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Reuse according to Tobia Scarpa
Francesco Dal Co

A small, old church transformed as the
archives of the revenue service, part of a
composite urban complex about which
Luigi Latini writes on these pages in
«Casabella». Its transformation into an
exhibition space to contain diﬀerent
cultural activities, and probably a center
of information and orientation for the
many visitors interested in his works and
those of his father Carlo, found in a
radius of a few kilometers around
Treviso and in the city itself, has been
assigned to Tobia Scarpa. The reutilization takes its cue from the decision to
conserve the metal structure with which
the space of the church had been
adapted to host the archives of the
Intendenza di Finanza and to use it to
create three above-ground levels. This

E N G L I SH T E X T S

has meant that most of Tobia Scarpa’s
eﬀorts have gone into the arrangement
and configuration of vertical circulation,
and the positioning of the physical plant
and lighting systems. Hence the metamorphosis of the pervasive existing
framework, making its original function
and crude structural configuration
imperceptible. The vast warehouse has
thus been transformed into a fluid
sequence of spaces that reveals an
original spatial formulation thanks to a
series of longitudinal views and subtractions made in the vertical succession of
the levels, an eﬀect that is utterly novel
for the construction with respect to every
phase of its history. An essential
contribution to the achievement of this
eﬀect has been provided, on the one
hand, by the insertion of a closed volume
in the apse, containing technological
systems and elevators, and on the other
by the staircase that twists around the
old stone columns on which the metal
beams rest. Thanks to a series of tie-rods
terminating in elegantly designed
brackets to reveal the tensions to which
they are subjected and to indicate the
original structural function, the ramps
of the staircase are suspended and have
the appearance –in spite of their composite conception– of a surprisingly thin,
light continuous plane, then subjected to
compression to create the steps.
Observing the staircase, one perceives
that Scarpa has played with the contrast
between the eﬀects produced by the
bolting performed about 40 years ago to
bond and brace the H-shaped beams,
and that of the turning thanks to which
the new attachments of the tie-rods have
been constructed – a game of contrasts
between assembly and shaping of the
construction parts that is the signature
of this process of reuse and functional
adaptation, as proven by the drawings of
the ventilation conduits, the physical
plant systems and the lighting apparatus, which are as refined as the structure
they cross and support is raw but logical.
The inventions Scarpa has scattered
through the spaces of the church are not
always easily perceived, from the
configuration of the hinges to the
positioning of the security systems, from
the accuracy with which he has designed
the lighting system, relying on a “panoply” of linear fixtures to make the
vertical dimension of the space perceptible, obtained through the insertion of
the staircase, all the way to the decision
to place a transparent plane as the
backdrop of the sculpture Crescita by his
father, corresponding to an opening on
the ground floor. These particulars leave
no doubt about the fact that his project
aims to implement a game of dissonance. Nevertheless, it is an inclusive
game that has been resolved by means of
the reuse of the latest eﬀects of the many
incongruous transformations to which
Santa Maria Nova has been subjected
during the course of its history, reassigning a spatial configuration to a construction that had lost it, since it was transformed with the sole purpose of coping
with a contingent necessity.
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A red wedge in the seating
Francesca Serrazanetti

Exploration of the historical repertory
of theater architecture, through settings

that transform the perception of classic
halls and the conventional relationship
between stage and audience, has oﬀered
very fertile ground for research for the
art of set design and that of architecture. While on the one hand the canons
of the bourgeois tradition embodied by
many Italian theaters have led to an
escape of the more experimental scene
from their spaces, on the other –starting with the avant-gardes– many
experiences have attempted to begin
anew precisely through the typological
disruption of classical theaters. The
space of the seating and that of the
stage have been interpreted in various
ways, through installations that alter
viewpoints and vanishing points,
interfering with the perspective
structure on which the traditional
theatrical “horseshoe” was constructed.
Famous sets created for individual
performances have marked the course of
this research in Italy, the cradle of so
much tradition connected with historic
theaters: just consider the collaborations
between Luca Ronconi and Gae Aulenti
(such as the Calderón at Teatro Metastasio
in Prato in 1978), or the setting by Pier
Luigi Pizzi for Johannes Passion in 1984 at
Teatro La Fenice in Venice. The sets were
installed in the halls like micro-architectures, invading the space of the audience,
shifting attention onto the meaning of the
Italian theater hall and the condition of
visual paralysis of the spectator, while
generating a contrast between the
classical aspect of the theater building
and the innovative, temporary character
of the setting.
Among the many evocative references,
these experiences also come to mind when
we observe the installation with which the
Bolshoi Drama Theatre of St. Petersburg
has celebrated its centenary. The Plywood
Theatre, from the spring of 2019 to the first
months of 2020, functioned as a small
experimental stage inside the larger
theater, a pavilion that paid homage to the
artists who have made the history of the
Bolshoi, while at the same time introducing an element of rupture, open to the
new.
A structure in red painted plywood
extends from the ground floor entrance
along the main staircase of the theater,
rising to the upper foyer: at the first row of
boxes, it lengthens to pierce the balcony at
the position of the royal box, penetrating
the horseshoe-shaped hall with a cusp
suspended over the seating.
The violation of the space of the
classic layout suggests the vibrant
atmosphere of the years of the Bolshoi’s
founding, immediately after the revolution, in the existing building of the
Suvorin Theatre. The project makes use of
a series of Suprematist citations, linking
precisely back to that period. The most
evident is Beat the Whites with the Red
Wedge by El Lissitzky (1919): the red wedge
that in the propaganda poster by the
Russian artist breaks the geometry of the
white circle, and in this case is aimed
directly at the center of the hall, breaking
up its perfect symmetry.
But in the arrangement of the volumes
of the pavilion –in the stairwell of the
theater and the foyer on the upper level–
we can also see a reference to the Architectons of Kazimir Malevich, who precisely in
1919 distilled the architectural dimension
of Suprematism, arriving a few years later
at the invention of three-dimensional
structures composed of blocks.

A true theater in a theater, the
Plywood Theatre has its own entrance, a
cloakroom, lower and upper foyers, an
auditorium for thirty people and a tiny
stage with a triangular plan: the line of
the proscenium coincides with the end
of the balcony, where the wedge enters
the hall of the theater. In one year of
activity, from spring 2019 to spring 2020,
the theater oﬀered space for the
contamination between the arts, with
several site-specific works: Jan Fabre
adapted the Russian version of the
performance The Night Writer for the
small stage, and the composer Boris
Filanovsky created a “musical sculpture” in the temporary spaces, between
inside and outside. To underline the
counterpoint and continuity between
interior and exterior, present and past,
openings allow the gaze to cross the red
enclosure, looking towards the marble
and the decorations of the old theater.
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The ghosts of cities.
The installations of Luzinterruptus
Marco Mulazzani

We are “an anonymous artistic group
that carries out urban interventions in
public spaces. We use light as raw
material and darkness as our canvas.”
Luzinterruptus presents itself this way,
in a statement familiar to many people
at this point. The group began operating in 2008 in Madrid, creating luminous installations with materials that
have lost their usefulness, with the aim
of pointing out specific problems that
aﬄict our ways of life, or of rescuing
particular urban settings from anonymity. “Self-organization, collective action,
anonymity, shared space, open access,
recycling, experimentation, the temporary, the everyday”: these are the key
words the group feels should define
what the art of the 21st century is or
should be. Nevertheless, the installations made by Luzinterruptus do not set
out to be works of art, but instead
presences “that infiltrate the flow of life
of society” and aim at prompting
experiences to as to perceive the
unexplored possibilities oﬀered by
urban spaces as well as the banality and
cynicism of the ways they are usually
lived, utilized and exploited. Given
these premises and the goals pursued, it
is clear that the work of Luzinterruptus
has an emphatic political character,
driven by a strong spirit of protest,
which can be grasped in the more
temporary installations and those
requiring greater eﬀort – all episodes,
the group says, of its “lucha contra los
poderes dominantes.” After all, for the
members of the collective the creation
of installations is not a profession; each
of them has an independent way of
making a living, and gains no benefit
from the voluntary work that goes into
the making of the ongoing projects.
Among the materials used by the
collective, there are those found in
urban refuse, given the fact that one of
the most frequent themes of the group
is awareness of the distortions and
consequences of uncontrolled and
unaware growth of consumption. But
alongside the obsolete materials, the
use of light is the most characteristic
feature of the work of Luzinterruptus,
which implies the deployment of

